1968 fender jaguar

The Fender Jaguar was introduced as a high-end model guitar four years after the Jazzmaster.
Additionally, the Jaguar used two thinner single-coil pickups compared to the feedback-prone
soapbox pickups of the Jazzmaster. The Jaguar was not as popular as the Telecaster or Strat in
its initial run, but has found some popularity with punk, grunge and indie rockers since. New
thicker headstock logo. Your purchases also help protect forests, including trees traditionally
used to make instruments. Shipping Region: Ukraine Learn More. Sell one like this. Gear
History. Your guide to the latest gear trends, demos, and deals. Sign up for the Reverb
Newsletter: Subscribe. By clicking Subscribe, I agree to the processing of my data in order to
receive emails. Reverb Gives Your purchases help youth music programs get the gear they
need to make music. Carbon-Offset Shipping Your purchases also help protect forests,
including trees traditionally used to make instruments. Oops, looks like you forgot something.
Please check the fields highlighted in red. Yes, that's correct Do not update. Collectibility
Rating: C Production: no official or unofficial production numbers available. General
Comments: Introduced in mid , this short scale 24" guitar was at the time considered a high-end
instrument. Actually, it was considered Fender's top-of-the-line model until when Hendrix
change everything, with his usage of the Stratocaster. Because of the shorter scale length,
Jaguar values today are lower compared to other full scale models. The shorter 24 inch scale
was favored by some guitarists at that time, especially the surf music players. The Jaguar
shared its unique rhythm circuit with the Jazzmaster. This allowed a pre-set tone for rhythm
playing. However, the slide switches on the Jaguar and Jazzmaster are not easy to use while
playing. They also make a lot of noise when switching settings. If you need to figure out the
exact year of your pre-CBS Fender Jaguar, use the serial number and the general features of the
guitar. The serial number is located on the back metal neck plate. See the Fender Serial Number
Info web page for help determining the year. I am a private vintage guitar collector not a store ,
and you can contact me at cfh provide. Celluloid tortoise three layer pickguard with two
Strat-like pickups. For sunburst, blond and olympic white Jaguars the pickguard is tortoise
shell color. On most other custom color Fender Jaguars the pickguard is off-white. Serial
number on neck plate. Veneer Rosewood fingerboard. Plastic tortoise or white, depending on
the guitar's color three layer pickguard replaces celluloid. Note the Jaguar was the first Fender
guitar model to change to "F" style gears. Polyester thick finish replaces nitrocellulose lacquer.
Re-introduced Japanese reissue in A nice illustration from a Spanish edition of Popular
Mechanicsâ€¦ Always looking for inspirationâ€¦. What a setup!!! Introduced in , the Fender Jazz
Bass set the standard for what a solid body electric bass should be. It has been used by many
players for funk, blues, soul, and rock music. This Jazz Bass from has a natural finish on an ash
body, rosewood fingerboard, two single coil pickups, with a volume control for each pickup and
master tone control. Make it yours at elderly. I love this job. No touchup no overspray. No
fretwear, neck is straight and it sets up perfectly with nice low action, Alder body. Most folks
love guitars in one form or another. If you want to learn more about the guitar, the following tips
will help you out. Before you know it, you will be playing much A gorgeous custom color ''64
Strat. These CBS-era Jazz basses can be had for quite the bargain compared to basses made
just a few years earlier, but are still quite valuable and collectable -- particularly those with
factory custom color finishes. By the middle of , fretboard binding was added to the neck for a
classier look, followed by big, bold block inlays in A great feeling '60 Jazz bass! The bass has
been refinished however it was originally Olympic White. The neck dates The pickups are
original but the electronics were replaced in still with bass. The bass currently has reproduction
knobs and pots. Specs: Scale - 34" Radius - 7. Since the band's inception, the Edge has steadily
evolved a unique approach that owes absolutely nothing to anyone, and indeed, I can't think of
anybody who sounds remotely like him. Log in to your Tumblr account to start posting to your
blog. Guitar Tips Guitar Art. Stevie Ray Vaughan Guitar. Bass Guitar Scales. Fender Jazz Bass
Jazz Guitar. U2 Music. Fender Stratocaster. This one came in a while ago for some TLC and it
took me a while to get to it no surprises there but I kept looking forward to finding the time to
work on it because not only do I like old Jags, this guitar recorded one of my favourite albums.
The Fender Jaguar was introduced in '62, and was a short scale trying to get Gibson players ,
very upmarket guitar in the same "offset" body shape as the Jazzmaster. I've written plenty on
Jags and JM's on my blog so if you're interested do a search but I'll just get stuck into this one
now. This one really hadn't been looked at in some time by the look of it and for the condition it
was in, it actually still played reasonably well. The vibrato was loose, the bridge was rusted in
place, the strap buttons were gaffed on and the frets were a little uneven, but it still all worked
and sounded pretty good. It had just recorded a great album so it must have been doing
something right? It's a pretty typical late 60's Fender Jaguar, maybe a little heavier than
"normal" but felt good and the neck is slightly fatter than mine but still very comfortable. I'm
probably not as bigger fan of binding and blocks on these Fenders as they just look a little bit

too To me Fenders are simpler, less refined but the Jag being already very blingy means that
binding and blocks don't look so out of place, especially in this colour scheme. It all went back
together well and with 's felt really good quickly. I use heavy strings on my guitars and I always
recommend heavier strings on short scales like these and Mustangs because they can sound
insipid with light strings. Dave used heavy strings anyway so I didn't need to convince him.
After it had settled in I did the intonation and action and fell in love. This really is one of the
nicest feeling and sounding Jags I've ever played. It's a "little" too heavy for me but I could
totally come to terms with that for tones like this. THIS is what a Jag is supposed to sound like.
It has the most sustain I've heard from a Jaguar, which probably has something to do with the
string gauge as well, but it's just a really nice guitar. It's funny because even up until a few
years ago there was this whole "post CBS" thing where everyone was L series or forget it. There
was this commonly believed idea that guitars starting going down hill in quality the day CBS
took over and these late 60's Fenders weren't worth owning. While quality control did waver
after CBS took over it wasn't until the early 70's that some guitars started going really bad, and
even then there were still great ones in there, if you could fine them. I've played late 60's
Fenders that are infinitely better than some pre CBS versions and would fetch a tenth of the
price. This is seriously one of the best Jags I've ever played. It's also mostly original which just
goes to show how well these guitars were still being built as this one has been used a lot since
new. The player wear is all evidence of it's use but like I've always said, I'm weary of old guitars
that are immaculate. Sometimes the reason they're so nice aesthetically is because they're so
awful to play. After doing this for nearly 20 years I don't get many guitars through anymore that
I wish I could keep I guess I'll have to "settle" for keeping my white '65 and get this back to
Dave. After all, I want him to write and record more music with it. Next Post. Featured Products
Gretsch Viking Your purchases also help protect forests, including trees traditionally used to
make instruments. Shipping Region: Ukraine Learn More. Listings Price Guide Reviews.
Fretboard Material. Featured Listing. Buy Used. Preferred Seller. Quick Responder. Very Good.
Add to Cart Make an Offer. Quick Shipper. Add to Cart. Fender Jaguar Fender Jaguar with
Rosewood Fretboard Sunburst. Fender Jaguar Tobacco Sunburst. Follow this product to see
new listings in your Feed! Follow this Product. Overview The Fender Jaguar was introduced as
a high-end model guitar four years after the Jazzmaster. Additionally, the Jaguar used two
thinner single-coil pickups compared to the feedback-prone soapbox pickups of the
Jazzmaster. The Jaguar was not as popular as the Telecaster or Strat in its initial run, but has
found some popularity with punk, grunge and indie rockers since. Tuners also change to F-style
tuners. Brand Fender Model Jaguar. Similar Products. From the Price Guide Sell Yours. Your
guide to the latest gear trends, demos, and deals. Sign up for the Reverb Newsletter: Subscribe.
By clicking Subscribe, I agree to the processing of my data in order to receive emails. Reverb
Gives Your purchases help youth music programs get the gear they need to make music.
Carbon-Offset Shipping Your purchases also help protect forests, including trees traditionally
used to make instruments. Oops, looks like you forgot something. Please check the fields
highlighted in red. Yes, that's correct Do not update. United States. Solid Body Electric Guitars.
Double Cutaway. Solid Body. Maple Rosewood. Right Handed. Never resting in our mission to
make life better for musicians, we created the short-scale Jaguar guitar in Originally released as
our feature-rich, top-of-the-line electric guitar, it inspired the heroes of the musical underground
and hit its stride with surf, punk and alternative guitarists. The nitrocellulose lacquer finish that
not only lets the body breathe with its true tonal character, it also ages and wears in a
distinctively personal way. American Original instruments feature specially voiced pickups
crafted to reproduce authentic Fender sound. Remarkably comfortable, it suits any playing
style. Original-era fans can rest assured every curve and line of the body and neck are accurate
to the historic originals. From the bridge to the string tree and tuning machines, every piece of
hardware is just like the original. This 9. Vintage-tall frets make it easier to bend notes without
fretting out. Yes, please have a dealer in my area contact me using the information I have
submitted. I understand that my information will be shared with the dealer and may be used by
the dealer to facilitate this contact. Model : Fingerboard Material Round-Laminated Rosewood.
This item is currently not available. Highlights Specs Support Highlights. Body Material. Neck
Material. Bridge Pickup. Recommended Gear. We didn't find any dealers in your area. Try
searching a different location below or contact Fender Customer Service at Loading dealers
Please wait while we search for any available online dealers. All online dealers listed here will
have the specified product in stock, ready for purchase. Sorry, we weren't able to find any
online dealers in stock at this time. Contact your local dealer for operating hours. Email
Address. Phone Number. Comment character limit. Back to the Site. Browse More Premium
Dealers. Fender guitar and bass catalog. Page 4. This is the left hand page of a two page spread.
Details of the guitars pictured are on the following page. Guitars with a blond or custom DuPont

finish had a slightly higher retail price than the standard sunburst. Contact info
vintageguitarandbass. Page 5. Other Fender Catalogs. Got an opinion on the contents of this
page? Disagree with something written above? Please comment. Vintage Fender Stratocaster
for sale. One Owner! Here is your chance to grab this Stunning 69 Hendrix era Strat in fantastic
conditon with all orignal parts as Vintage Fender Stratocaster Guitar Hangtag Instruction
Manual Measures approximately 5 5" x 3 5" No warranty card attached but does have original
string through hole. Piece of tape on last page if manual, shown As shown condition, some
aging to paper commensurate with age Please see all pictures closely as they are primary part
of description. Will ship to the United States only First class shipping will include insurance
Very good condition. Appears to be all original including fender case. Local pick up asheville,
nc or Beaufort Sc Find more vintage guitars for sale at vintageguitarsforsale. There are 0
comments on this page so far. Add your comment. Comment on this article. Email address.
Your comments. Anti-spam question - to catch web robots How many legs does a duck have?
Subscribe to our mailing list. Rose-Morris were selling Shaftesbury-branded Rickenbacker copy
instruments from the late s right through the s. The bass was one of the first models, alongside
the six string and twelve string available from late until about The earliest incarnation was a set
neck bass, produced very briefly in Japan. But production quickly moved to Italy. This bolt-on
neck example was built by Eko, in Recanati, using the same hardware and pickups as fitted to
Eko, and Vox basses built around the same time. It's certainly a fine looking bass, and not a bad
player either. This very early, and pretty rare British-built guitar is branded Hohner London.
Hohner were, of course, a German company, better known for their harmonicas and accordions,
but they were keenly expanding into guitars at the birth of the s. This model, along with the
Hohner Amazon and particularly the Hohner Holborn, bear some similarity with Vox guitars of
the same period; furniture manufacturer Stuart Darkins constructed bodies and necks for both
brands, with Fenton Weill assembling them using their hardware and pickups. These guitars do
have some hardware peculiarities, and they are not the most adjustable of instruments, but they
actually play very nicely, being solidly built out of some very nice woods. Check out the video
on this page. It was broadly modelled on the Fender Stratocaster, and a sibling model to the
dual-pickup Vox Ace. Both the Ace, and Super Ace along with several other models , were
redesigned in with a new body shape, headstock style, and pickup layout - only increasing the
resemblance to the aforementioned Fender. It's a pretty nice playing guitar with some lovely
sounds - check out the videos on this page, and in the Vintage Guitar and Bass supporting
members area. It was made by JMI in England, for the British market, and unlike the majority of
other models, didn't have an Italian-made equivalent. But the New Escort wasn't a slavish
Fender copy, adding Vox's stylish teardrop headstock to the tele-style body, with a stop
tailpiece and two Vox V2 single coil pickups. And it's a pretty substantial, and nice playing
guitar, with a very comfortable neck. Check out the images, specifications, and watch a video of
it in action. There is also extra content in the vintageguitarandbass supporting members area.
Catalog scan. The Fender Lovin' Care catalog consisted of 48 pages of electric guitars, basses,
amplifiers, steel guitars, acoustic guitars, banjos and keyboards. Like the previous catalog, this
featured the company's guitars in a variety of interesting settings around California, from the
Whiskey-A-Go-Go, to the Hollywood Bowl. Several instruments were making their first
appearance amongst it's pages: the Telecaster bass, Montego and LTD jazz guitars, and the
Redondo acoustic. The Eko Ranger series of guitars was incredibly popular in the second half
of the s and through the s, selling in very large numbers. Not a bad guitar; a little quiet, but
pretty playable. These were great value in , and because they sold so many, they are easy to
find and excellent value today. It was the Vox equivalent to the Fender Precision bass, and was
one of the most expensive Vox guitars produced. It was actually a great playing bass, rather
similar to the Precision in feel and sound, but was probably just too expensive compared to an
actual Fender and consequently sold poorly. When Vox hit financial problems in , unsold
guitars and basses were passed on to Dallas Arbiter, who briefly sold the excess Symphonic
bass stock as model This bass, although with a neck date of February , was most likely one of
the unsold Vox guitars sold on by Dallas Arbiter. Check out the bass, and the two video demos
through s Ampeg and WEM amplifiers. The Shaftesbury 'Electric Guitars' catalog was just four
pages long, and contained four guitar models: the six string Barney Kessel-style ; and three
Rickenbacker-styled semi-acoustic models: the six-string , the twelve string and the bass.
Shaftesbury was the house-brand of major UK distributor Rose-Morris , and seems to have been
launched as a response to the company's loss of it's distribution deal with Rickenbacker. The
guitars were mid-priced, and built in initially Japan, and later Italy, by Eko. It featured 6 electric
guitars, 32 acoustic guitars, 3 basses and 1 steel guitar. The sixteen-page Rose-Morris catalog
featured electric guitars by Rose-Morris' own brand, Shaftesbury, and budget brand Top
Twenty; aswell as acoustics by Eko, Aria, and for the first time Ovation. A detailed look at an

early s Fender Precision bass guitar in custom black finish, with rosewood fretboard. The
Fender Precision had been shipping since at least very early - with just one re-design circa This
example, then, shows a model already two decades old, but barely changed since the '57
revamp. Fender got it right first time around, and although there are numerous minor cosmetic
differences, the essence of this bass is effectively the same as it was in ' a simple, single pickup
instrument with a GREAT sound. Check out the demo video through an old Ampeg B It's no
wonder this is the bass that everybody wants! The Vox Stroller was the brand's entry level
electric solid body guitar, fitted with just one pickup and a fixed tailpiece. Although aimed at
student guitarists, it wasn't a terrible instrument, but did lack somewhat in adjustability, having
no accessible truss rod and only a floating rosewood bridge. JMI ceased UK guitar production
in late '67, and combined with decreasing demand for the Stroller, this surely must be one of the
last examples shipped. This is a lightweight bass, short 30" scale and very easy to play. It is an
early example, and as such has a thin black scratchplate and side mounted, coaxial output jack.
Production numbers are unclear, but left-handed examples rarely come up for sale. Not to be
confused with the Gibson ES Artist launched by Gibson in ; this ES Artist was an early model
designed by the Gibson research and development team in Kalamazoo in , the instruments
themselves constructed by Gibson artist Chuck Burge. It was planned for launch as a high end
semi acoustic with style construction central maple block and innovative circuitry - but was
pulled at the last minute, being deemed too expensive. Apparently, several examples were
produced with varying specifications, though exactly how many actually left the Kalamazoo
plant is unclear. Certainly two guitars were sold to LaVonne Music by Gibson in around Read
more about the development of this guitar, with details from Chuck Burge and the story of it's
sale to LaVonne music. By the early sixties the carved top was replaced with a laminate, and
although still a very fine guitar, the earlier carved top examples, with frondose headstock like
the example shown here are far more highly prized amongst musicians and vintage guitar
collectors. The Gretsch Chet Atkins Tennessean, or model was Gretsch's best selling hollow
body of the s. This wonderfully faded example from was originally Dark Cherry Red, but has
turned a mid-orange brown. The original color, however, can be seen underneath the pickup
surrounds. Nickel plated Gretsch Bigsby tailpiece. The Gretsch catalog, or catalog 32, featured
10 hollow body electric guitars, including the newly launched Gretsch Viking; four solid body
electrics, including the Astro Jet - making it's only catalog appearance; just one bass, the single
pickup PX; nine acoustics and 12 tube amplifiers. Pride of place went to the Chet Atkins
Country Gentleman that adorned both the front and back covers. Guitar Repair: fixing fret buzz
and sharp fret ends. Loose frets are especially problematic in certain old guitars, but are
generally very easy to fix. You'll be amazed at the difference you can make with just a few tools,
a bit of knowledge, and a little time. Fixing loose frets can eliminate fret buzz, remove sharp fret
ends, and greatly improve the tone of any guitar. If your luthier bill will be greater than the value
of your guitar, definitely time to have a go yourself! This eight page 'worlds fastest playing neck'
catalog, printed in two-colors contained six solid body electrics, three solid body basses, two
electric acoustic guitars, two electric acoustic basses and five acoustics. The President was a
hollow body electric acoustic, available as a full body or thinline, and with blonde or brunette
finish. It was a great playing guitar that sold fairly well in the second half of the s, throughout
the s, and into the very early s. The example shown here is a full-body depth guitar in blonde and as a guitar, one of the last to feature the rounded Venetian cutaway. From late until , the
President sported a sharp Florentine cut. Naturally, such an electric acoustic suggests jazz and
blues, but many of the original British Hofner President players were part of the rock 'n roll,
skiffle and beat scenes of the late 50s and early 60s. As well as keyboards and pedal steels, this
catalog contains seven guitars, three basses and ten amplifiers - from student guitars such as
the Musicmaster and Duotone to professional models like the new Jaguar. The newly designed
Les Paul Recording guitar was released in , in many ways as an updated version of the Les Paul
Professional that had debuted two years earlier in The new guitar came with a new owners
manual explaining the somewhat complicated controls, their operation, and giving other
specifications, including recommended strings, action and control settings. Functionally, these
basses were very similar, although the Triumph did offer low and high impedance operation,
without the need for a transformer cable. This owners manual details the basses specifications,
suggests a string set, recommended action, and suggests a series of tonal settings for rock,
country and solo bass playing. In the middle of , Rosetti took over distribution of the Gibson
line in the UK. Rosetti were a very big name in Britain, having distributed Epiphone since at
least , as well as Hagstrom and others. Some of these models were so short-lived that they were
actually never included in US brochures. The cover image reproduced in part here showed
some of the earliest demonstration models, including a Victory with a highly unusual white
scratchplate. The Gibson Victory MV, or 'Multi-Voice' guitars had very wide tonal palettes; with

coil-tapped humbuckers they could produce typical Gibson tones, but were also designed to
'out-Fender' Fender. Two models were launched in the summer of Whilst the MVX, was
designed to do everything a Stratocaster could do, the MVII was 'primarily for the discerning
country player' - placing it squarely against the Telecaster. Gibson produced a series of single
sheet flyers in , promoting some of their newer models Victory bass and Multi-Voice guitars ,
Chet Atkins Classic Electric and the already best-selling Sonex Deluxe , and a few classic
reissues 30th anniversary Les Paul Standard and Heritage Flying V - all of which were received
with some applause at the Atlanta NAMM show. These flyers all contained one or more
side-panel, that folded out with model specifications, but were also designed to be reproduced
in guitar magazines of the time without the extra fold out. As an entry level model it was very
light, fitted with the most basic components, and not made of the most select woods, but it's
unique styling, low price and easy playability made for a relatively popular guitar. Initially there
were two guitar models, the single pickup Clubman I and dual pickup Clubman II, and a
companion Clubman bass - check them out in the Vox catalogue. The guitar was redesigned in
the middle of , getting a new Strat-style body, but examples with the older body style were still
being shipped perhaps as early as the start of The Vox Consort was produced in the UK
throughout the mid s; originally modelled on the Fender Jaguar , it was one of JMI's better
quality instruments, with many features not seen on lower-priced guitars. This early example
mixed innovative tone circuitry with Vox's original chrome-covered V1 pickups, for "every
possible variation of tone from bass to sharp brilliance". By the middle of , the model had been
redesigned, becoming less Fender-esque and more Vox - have a look at the redesigned Consort
in the Vox catalogue. There is also a fairly large Gibson section, but it by no means contains all
instruments produced under that brand at the time. Other instruments featured include guitars
and basses by Hagstrom and Futurama , and Brazilian acoustic guitars by Giannini. Fender
guitar and bass catalog. Page 5. This is the right hand page of a two page spread. An image of
the guitars described is on the previous page. Details of the Fender Jaguar , Fender Jazzmaster
and Stratocaster , along with information on Jaguar and Jazzmaster bridges and tremolo.
Contact info vintageguitarandbass. Page 6. Other Fender Catalogs. Got an opinion on the
contents of this page? Disagree with something written above? Please comment. Vintage
Fender Jaguar for sale. Fender Jaguar Logo Decal. See my other Guitar parts from my 50 year
collection Serial Number L dates it to , overall weight of 8 lbs 8 oz. A guitar that is a truly
collectable, esteemed American classic but with a personally that wants to be played - and
played hard! Solid Ash body, maple neck, rosewood fingerboard with bone nut. The neck is a
comfortable "medium C" shape that tapers nicely from. We can help! Contact us today! Find
more vintage guitars for sale at vintageguitarsforsale. There are 0 comments on this page so
far. Add your comment. Comment on this article. Email address. Your comments. Anti-spam
question - to catch web robots How many legs does a duck have? Subscribe to our mailing list.
Rose-Morris were selling Shaftesbury-branded Rickenbacker copy instruments from the late s
right through the s. The bass was one of the first models, alongside the six string and twelve
string available from late until about The earliest incarnation was a set neck bass, produced
very briefly in Japan. But production quickly moved to Italy. This bolt-on neck example was built
by Eko, in Recanati, using the same hardware and pickups as fitted to Eko, and Vox basses built
around the same time. It's certainly a fine looking bass, and not a bad player either. This very
early, and pretty rare British-built guitar is branded Hohner London. Hohner were, of course, a
German company, better known for their harmonicas and accordions, but they were keenly
expanding into guitars at the birth of the s. This model, along with the Hohner Amazon and
particularly the Hohner Holborn, bear some similarity with Vox guitars of the same period;
furniture manufacturer Stuart Darkins constructed bodies and necks for both brands, with
Fenton Weill assembling them using their hardware and pickups. These guitars do have some
hardware peculiarities, and they are not the most adjustable of instruments, but they actually
play very nicely, being solidly built out of some very nice woods. Check out the video on this
page. It was broadly modelled on the Fender Stratocaster, and a sibling model to the
dual-pickup Vox Ace. Both the Ace, and Super Ace along with several other models , were
redesigned in with a new body shape, headstock style, and pickup layout - only increasing the
resemblance to the aforementioned Fender. It's a pretty nice playing guitar with some lovely
sounds - check out the videos on this page, and in the Vintage Guitar and Bass supporting
members area. It was made by JMI in England, for the British market, and unlike the majority of
other models, didn't have an Italian-made equivalent. But the New Escort wasn't a slavish
Fender copy, adding Vox's stylish teardrop headstock to the tele-style body, with a stop
tailpiece and two Vox V2 single coil pickups. And it's a pretty substantial, and nice playing
guitar, with a very comfortable neck. Check out the images, specifications, and watch a video of
it in action. There is also extra content in the vintageguitarandbass supporting members area.

Catalog scan. The Fender Lovin' Care catalog consisted of 48 pages of electric guitars, basses,
amplifiers, steel guitars, acoustic guitars, banjos and keyboards. Like the previous catalog, this
featured the company's guitars in a variety of interesting settings around California, from the
Whiskey-A-Go-Go, to the Hollywood Bowl. Several instruments were making their first
appearance amongst it's pages: the Telecaster bass, Montego and LTD jazz guitars, and the
Redondo acoustic. The Eko Ranger series of guitars was incredibly popular in the second half
of the s and through the s, selling in very large numbers. Not a bad guitar; a little quiet, but
pretty playable. These were great value in , and because they sold so many, they are easy to
find and excellent value today. It was the Vox equivalent to the Fender Precision bass, and was
one of the most expensive Vox guitars produced. It was actually a great playing bass, rather
similar to the Precision in feel and sound, but was probably just too expensive compared to an
actual Fender and consequently sold poorly. When Vox hit financial problems in , unsold
guitars and basses were passed on to Dallas Arbiter, who briefly sold the excess Symphonic
bass stock as model This bass, although with a neck date of February , was most likely one of
the unsold Vox guitars sold on by Dallas Arbiter. Check out the bass, and the two video demos
through s Ampeg and WEM amplifiers. The Shaftesbury 'Electric Guitars' catalog was just four
pages long, and contained four guitar models: the six string Barney Kessel-style ; and three
Rickenbacker-styled semi-acoustic models: the six-string , the twelve string and the bass.
Shaftesbury was the house-brand of major UK distributor Rose-Morris , and seems to have been
launched as a response to the company's loss of it's distribution deal with Rickenbacker. The
guitars were mid-priced, and built in initially Japan, and later Italy, by Eko. It featured 6 electric
guitars, 32 acoustic guitars, 3 basses and 1 steel guitar. The sixteen-page Rose-Morris catalog
featured electric guitars by Rose-Morris' own brand, Shaftesbury, and budget brand Top
Twenty; aswell as acoustics by Eko, Aria, and for the first time Ovation. A detailed look at an
early s Fender Precision bass guitar in custom black finish, with rosewood fretboard. The
Fender Precision had been shipping since at least very early - with just one re-design circa This
example, then, shows a model already two decades old, but barely changed since the '57
revamp. Fender got it right first time around, and although there are numerous minor cosmetic
differences, the essence of this bass is effectively the same as it was in ' a simple, single pickup
instrument with a GREAT sound. Check out the demo video through an old Ampeg B It's no
wonder this is the bass that everybody wants! The Vox Stroller was the brand's entry level
electric solid body guitar, fitted with just one pickup and a fixed tailpiece. Although aimed at
student guitarists, it wasn't a terrible instrument, but did lack somewhat in adjustability, having
no accessible truss rod and only a floating rosewood bridge. JMI ceased UK guitar production
in late '67, and combined with decreasing demand for the Stroller, this surely must be one of the
last examples shipped. This is a lightweight bass, short 30" scale and very easy to play. It is an
early example, and as such has a thin black scratchplate and side mounted, coaxial output jack.
Production numbers are unclear, but left-handed examples rarely come up for sale. Not to be
confused with the Gibson ES Artist launched by Gibson in ; this ES Artist was an early model
designed by the Gibson research and development team in Kalamazoo in , the instruments
themselves constructed by Gibson artist Chuck Burge. It was planned for launch as a high end
semi acoustic with style construction central maple block and innovative circuitry - but was
pulled at the last minute, being deemed too expensive. Apparently, several examples were
produced with varying specifications, though exactly how many actually left the Kalamazoo
plant is unclear. Certainly two guitars were sold to LaVonne Music by Gibson in around Read
more about the development of this guitar, with details from Chuck Burge and the story of it's
sale to LaVonne music. By the early sixties the carved top was replaced with a laminate, and
although still a very fine guitar, the earlier carved top examples, with frondose headstock like
the example shown here are far more highly prized amongst musicians and vintage guitar
collectors. The Gretsch Chet Atkins Tennessean, or model was Gretsch's best selling hollow
body of the s. This wonderfully faded example from was originally Dark Cherry Red, but has
turned a mid-orange brown. The original color, however, can be seen underneath the pickup
surrounds. Nickel plated Gretsch Bigsby tailpiece. The Gretsch catalog, or catalog 32, featured
10 hollow body electric guitars, including the newly launched Gretsch Viking; four solid body
electrics, including the Astro Jet - making it's only catalog appearance; just one bass, the single
pickup PX; nine acoustics and 12 tube amplifiers. Pride of place went to the Chet Atkins
Country Gentleman that adorned both the front and back covers. Guitar Repair: fixing fret buzz
and sharp fret ends. Loose frets are especially problematic in certain old guitars, but are
generally very easy to fix. You'll be amazed at the difference you can make with just a few tools,
a bit of knowledge, and a little time. Fixing loose frets can eliminate fret buzz, remove sharp fret
ends, and greatly improve the tone of any guitar. If your luthier bill will be greater than the value
of your guitar, definitely time to have a go yourself! This eight page 'worlds fastest playing neck'

catalog, printed in two-colors contained six solid body electrics, three solid body basses, two
electric acoustic guitars, two electric acoustic basses and five acoustics. The President was a
hollow body electric acoustic, available as a full body or thinline, and with blonde or brunette
finish. It was a great playing guitar that sold fairly well in the second half of the s, throughout
the s, and into the very early s. The example shown here is a full-body depth guitar in blonde and as a guitar, one of the last to feature the rounded Venetian cutaway. From late until , the
President sported a sharp Florentine cut. Naturally, such an electric acoustic suggests jazz and
blues, but many of the original British Hofner President players were part of the rock 'n roll,
skiffle and beat scenes of the late 50s and early 60s. As well as keyboards and pedal steels, this
catalog contains seven guitars, three basses and ten amplifiers - from student guitars such as
the Musicmaster and Duotone to professional models like the new Jaguar. The newly designed
Les Paul Recording guitar was released in , in many ways as an updated version of the Les Paul
Professional that had debuted two years earlier in The new guitar came with a new owners
manual explaining the somewhat complicated controls, their operation, and giving other
specifications, including recommended strings, action and control settings. Functionally, these
basses were very similar, although the Triumph did offer low and high impedance operation,
without the need for a transformer cable. This owners manual details the basses specifications,
suggests a string set, recommended action, and suggests a series of tonal settings for rock,
country and solo bass playing. In the middle of , Rosetti took over distribution of the Gibson
line in the UK. Rosetti were a very big name in Britain, having distributed Epiphone since at
least , as well as Hagstrom and others. Some of these models were so short-lived that they were
actually never included in US brochures. The cover image reproduced in part here showed
some of the earliest demonstration models, including a Victory with a highly unusual white
scratchplate. The Gibson Victory MV, or 'Multi-Voice' guitars had very wide tonal palettes; with
coil-tapped humbuckers they could produce typical Gibson tones, but were also designed to
'out-Fender' Fender. Two models were launched in the summer of Whilst the MVX, was
designed to do everything a Stratocaster could do, the MVII was 'primarily for the discerning
country player' - placing it squarely against the Telecaster. Gibson produced a series of single
sheet flyers in , promoting some of their newer models Victory bass and Multi-Voice guitars ,
Chet Atkins Classic Electric and the already best-selling Sonex Deluxe , and a few classic
reissues 30th anniversary Les Paul Standard and Heritage Flying V - all of which were received
with some applause at the Atlanta NAMM show. These flyers all contained one or more
side-panel, that folded out with model specifications, but were also designed to be reproduced
in guitar magazines of the time without the extra fold out. As an entry level model it was very
light, fitted with the most basic components, and not made of the most select woods, but it's
unique styling, low price and easy playability made for a relatively popular guitar. Initially there
were two guitar models, the single pickup Clubman I and dual pickup Clubman II, and a
companion Clu
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bman bass - check them out in the Vox catalogue. The guitar was redesigned in the middle of ,
getting a new Strat-style body, but examples with the older body style were still being shipped
perhaps as early as the start of The Vox Consort was produced in the UK throughout the mid s;
originally modelled on the Fender Jaguar , it was one of JMI's better quality instruments, with
many features not seen on lower-priced guitars. This early example mixed innovative tone
circuitry with Vox's original chrome-covered V1 pickups, for "every possible variation of tone
from bass to sharp brilliance". By the middle of , the model had been redesigned, becoming
less Fender-esque and more Vox - have a look at the redesigned Consort in the Vox catalogue.
There is also a fairly large Gibson section, but it by no means contains all instruments produced
under that brand at the time. Other instruments featured include guitars and basses by
Hagstrom and Futurama , and Brazilian acoustic guitars by Giannini.

